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Ms Diana Boehm
56 Barrymore Road
Scarborough ON MIJ 1W3
Dear Ms Boehm,

Two years ago, I spent the holidays as an inpatient at the Centre for Addiction and
Mental Health (CAMH). I wonder if you can imagine what that was like.
The amazing staff did their best to instill the holiday spirit. The ward was brightly
decorated and a tree stood in the corner. But there was no taking away the fact that I was in a
mental hospital - no taking away the fact that I wanted to die.
By that time I had been suffering from major depression and Borderline Personality
Disorder for l0 years. I was tired of taking medication that didn't work. In the hospital, I was
literally immobilized with sadness and despair. I would sleep to pass the time between
electroconvulsive therapy treatments.
Then came a day, not long before Christmas, I will never forget. I had been having a
really hard time - so paralyzed with hopelessness and despair I hadn't been out of bed in days.

And then

a nurse

brought me a gift...

It was a pair of cozy warrn, plush slippers. That gift - a gesture of kindness from a
stranger - lifted my mood. I felt something I couldn't even identify at the time because it had
been so long. I felt excited.
What I received on that memorable day was a Gift of Light. It came from a very special
person - a CAIvIH supporter like you! And today, I'm writing to thank you personally for
reaching out to CAMH patients when we need it most. Your loyal support is like a bright light at
the end of a very dark tunnel.

I hope you'll find it in your heart to give a Gift of Light this season. Your gift of $25
will provide a CAMH patient with a revitalizing Care Kit, complete with everyday items like a
toothbrush and shampoo to help them feel better. For a donation of $50 you can give the gift of
cozy pajamas to keep them warm during the long nights. You can even give a thoughtful gift
bundle, like the Gift of Comfort, which includes a robe, blanket and care kit for $150.
Please turn over...
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Whatever you choose to give, your generosity
just like it did for me.

will warm a troubled heart this season

-

I was one of the luckier ones at CAMH that year. I had family come to visit me in the
hospital. Some of my friends sent cards. But there were many patients who didn't have anyone.
It was so sad to see that, especially during the holidays. Your Gift of Light might be the only
giflt a patient receives.
The truth is the season is especially hard when you're in CAMH. The holidays remind
you of happier times * of the joy you've lost and are struggling to find again. On Christmas Day,
I saw a lot of people who didn't get out of bed at all.

Receiving a Gift of Light means more than you can ever know. It brings with it a
moment of excitement you want to recreate. You realize there are people in this world - caring
strangers like yqu - who haven't forgotten about the individuals inside CAMH's walls.

With 1 in 5 Canadians experiencing mental illness and/or addiction during their lifetime.
CAMH is there for us when we need it most. Providing outstanding clinical care, conducting
groundbreaking research and offering hope to those of us living with mental illness and
addiction. But sometimes it's the little things - like an unexpected gift of slippers - that mean
the most to a patient. In my case, it challenged my core belief that I was worthless.
That's why your support today is so very important. Please take a moment right now to
choose the Gift of Light you would like to give. You can see the full gift catalogue online by
visiting www.camhgiftsofl ight. ca.
Whatever gifts you choose, your generosity will break through the walls of stigma and
give CAMH patients hope this season. It will provide hope and excitement during a time when
patients need it most.

Wishing you a bright holiday season,

My*
Allison Boyce
Former CAMH Patient and Gifts of Light Recipient
P.S. Your Gift of Light is one of the simplest ways you can show a CAMH patient you care. It
might be the best and only gift they receive. Please give as generously as you can. Thank you!
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cift ,
C6mfort
Your Cift of Comfort contains a robe, blanket and
care kit. lt will keep a patient warm and let them
know they are cared for this season and every
day they are receiving care at CAMH. Your Cift

of

Comfort is even more special because it might be
the only gift they receive this season.
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